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How to Answer Desired Salary Questions on Applications and ...
3 Options to Answer the Salary Question on a Job Application With these three options, you should be able to put your best foot forward in the process and set yourself up for success. Option 1: Negotiable

HOW TO ANSWER: What Are Your Salary Expectations?
Whether it's during an interview or on an application, no one wants to answer this question, however it's one that must be asked. Firstly, it's a quick way for employers to eliminate candidates ...

How to answer the salary question in online job applications
You may be asked salary information on an application form—or be faced with a “current salary” or “desired salary” field on an online application. Or you may be asked the same question by a legal recruiter. The answer you provide may be used in the screening process—answer too high and you may not b...

Answering Salary Questions On Application
How to Answer Questions About Desired Salary – Quick Instructions Delay providing a specific number until you’re sure they want to offer you the job. On job applications forms, leave your desired salary blank, put "negotiable," or "999". If the employer asks about your desired salary in the ...

How To Answer the Question: 'What Are Your Salary ...
How to answer salary expectations questions (with examples) Example: “I am seeking a position that pays between $75,000 and $80,000 annually.” Include Negotiation Options In addition to your salary, there may be other benefits, perks or forms of compensation you consider just as valuable.

How to Answer Job Interview Questions About Salary
To answer questions about your salary requirements, you need to evaluate your education, experience and skills. Do your homework by checking out the Robert Half Salary Guides. You can look up the position you’re seeking in the guides and use our Salary Calculator to adjust starting salaries to your location .

How to Answer: What Are Your Salary Expectations ...
The current salary question may be asked at different points in the hiring and interview process: 1. When completing an application, either online or in person. 2. When asked by an employer over the phone, via video, or in person.

How To Answer The "What is Your Desired Salary" Job ...
Interview questions about salary can be quite tricky. It is one circumstance where you and the interviewer may have sharply opposing goals: you're eager to get the highest possible salary, while the hiring manager likely wants you to accept the lowest possible amount within the job's salary range .

Sample Salary Questions and Answers | Minnesota State ...
All, wondering how you answer the salary requirement question for an online application where you can not explain, have a typed response, or have a range (i.e. 65,000-85,000). Those numbers are arbitrary for convo sake. Recently got rejected from a job for the following reason, per their email:

How To Answer The Salary Question On Online Job ...
Without a doubt, the “What is your desired salary?” question is one of the hardest to answer—either on a job application or in an interview situation. An online application doesn’t usually offer a box to tick for “I’d be willing to negotiate, within reason.” If you’re faced with a ...

Interview Questions About Your Salary Expectations
Answering salary questions on online job applications. Online job applications can be trickier because they might require you to enter an answer in order to submit them. So there are two things to try: 1. Submit the application with the salary fields left blank

How to Answer, 'What's Your Expected Salary?' | Robert Half
Sample Salary Questions and Answers. Does the thought of discussing salary at a job interview make you nervous? Don't short-change yourself by being unprepared. Negotiate your salary with an employer by reviewing in advance the types of questions they might ask you. Consider various ways you might respond. The answers below provide some examples.

How to Answer the Salary Question on a Job Application (3 ...
If you need to provide a salary expectation with your resume or answer this question on the job application form, it’s best to write in a desired salary range if the question is mandatory. If the item is an optional question, then it’s best you skip the question so your salary expectations don’t distract from your other qualifications.

Job Interview Question: What Are Your Salary Expectations ...
For the most part, interviewers ask this question believing that offering a salary 10 to 15 percent higher than your current salary will be sufficient to lure you away from your current position. There are a number of reasons why this question may not be so straightforward for many candidates.

Interview Question: "What Are Your Salary Expectations ...
Deflect the question. Rather than answering the question directly, you could respond with: I would prefer to know more about the job and your expectations of the employee first to give you a realistic number. If you go with this approach, be prepared in case the interviewer presses you for an answer about your salary expectations. Provide a ...

Salary expectations questions—How should you answer them ...
The salary expectation question may be asked at different points in the hiring and interview process, and you can respond differently depending on the timing: 1. When completing an application, either online or in person. 2. Postponing your answer in the interview. 3. Providing a salary number in ...

How Do You Answer Questions About Salary Expectations in ...
If you are applying for an entry-level job, you can answer “entry-level” to the question. If you want to talk about this to a human interviewer, you can delay and say “to be discussed in ...

How To Answer Salary Questions On Job Applications - Work ...
Salary is not an easy topic, and while there may be no right answer, there is a way to prepare for the question and get what you want. Determining Salary on an Application Some paper and electronic applications require you to list your salary expectations.

Job Interview Question: What Is Your Current Salary (Plus ...
How To Answer The Salary Question On Online Job Applications—And Other Common Job Search Negotiation Questions Answered Caroline Ceniza-Levine Contributor Opinions expressed by Forbes ...
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